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M i i f  h  iMotivation for the topic

Ensuring adequate sub national (SN) fiscal disciplineEnsuring adequate sub-national (SN) fiscal discipline
Avoiding soft budget constraints

Dealing with SN fiscal crises
Bailouts and moral hazard
Defaults, restructuring and formal resolution 
frameworks

Some lessons for the architecture of a possible fiscal 
union in the Euro area (on the assumption that it 
survives the current crisis)



MOTIVATION

Recent developments in the Euro-area have made painfully 
obvious the adverse spillovers of a national debt crisis 
onto other members of a monetary union

The no-bailout commitment enshrined in the EU Treaty The no-bailout commitment enshrined in the EU Treaty 
has lost credibility, bringing to the fore the need for more 
effective supra-national control over national fiscal 
disciplinediscipline

Are there lessons to be gleaned from national-SN 
l ti  f  ti l ti l   drelations for national-supranational ones, as regards:
Effectiveness of crisis prevention mechanisms
Dealing with crises once they happen?g y pp



PREVENTING SUB-NATIONALPREVENTING SUB-NATIONAL
DEBT CRISES



AVOIDING SOFT BUDGET CONSTRAINTS

Avoidance of soft budget constraints (SBC) is key to 
promoting SN fiscal sustainability and preventing SN debt 
crises

Causes of SBCCauses of SBC
Reliance on market discipline when pre-conditions for its 
effectiveness are lacking
Ineffective “cooperative federalism” arrangementsIneffective cooperative federalism  arrangements
Weaknesses in more hierarchical control mechanisms

Significant discretion in direct central control of SN borrowing
Inappropriate design and/or inadequate enforcement of SN fiscal rulespp p g q

Problems in intergovernmental transfers system
Little or no revenue autonomy for SN governments (SNGs)
Unclear expenditure assignments or unfunded Unclear expenditure assignments or unfunded 
mandates



CONDITIONS FOR EFFECTIVE MARKET
DISCIPLINE

A consistent record of no bailouts of SNGs in financial difficulty

Well-developed, competitive financial marketsWell developed, competitive financial markets

No privileged access of SNGs to credit (public regional or local 
banks; portfolio requirements for national banks; lax prudential 

i t  f  b k dit t  SNG )  D li i  t d  b t till requirements for bank credit to SNGs). Declining trend, but still 
present to varying degrees in many countries

Adequate transparency of SN accounts (comprehensive  Adequate transparency of SN accounts (comprehensive, 
homogeneous, and sound accounting rules; disclosure of guarantees, 
PPPs, and unfunded pension liabilities for employees). Some progress 
in recent years, but still wide variance, especially in EMs

Adequate responsiveness of SN politicians to market signals. 
Still largely lacking, except when strong credit ratings are legally 
required for borrowing 



POLITICAL ECONOMY INFLUENCES ON
NEGOTIATED ARRANGEMENTS

Both “cooperative federalism” and administrative control 
mechanisms on SN borrowing can give rise to SBC, to the extent 
that they provide significant scope for discretion and thus political 
b i ibargaining

This is especially the case in countries where the executive is 
relatively weak  and SN wield substantial powers in the legislative relatively weak, and SN wield substantial powers in the legislative 
branch

In the absence of clear and consistently applied criteria for y pp
authorizing SN borrowing, based on objective indicators of ability to 
service the debt, both SNGs and markets may expect a more 
accommodating CG attitude towards jurisdictions politically 
aligned with the ruling party or coalition

Moreover, it may be difficult for a CG to refuse bailouts to a SN 
experiencing debt servicing difficulties, if it (or a previous 
government) had authorized a significant portion of that debtgovernment) had authorized a significant portion of that debt



SUB-NATIONAL FISCAL RULES

The demanding pre-conditions for effective reliance on market discipline and 
the weaknesses of negotiated arrangements explain the growing popularity 
of SN fiscal rules

Rapid growth of SN fiscal rules in recent decades
Share of advanced countries with at least one SN fiscal rule has risen from 20% in the 
1980s to nearly 90% in 2011
Even faster growth in EMs (from 0 to over 90% over same period)Even faster growth in EMs (from 0 to over 90% over same period)

An increasing share of countries uses more than one rule. Most popular 
combination: budget balance and gross debt. But, expenditure rules also on the 
rise  Few SNGs use revenue rulesrise. Few SNGs use revenue rules

EMs tend to privilege current balance-based rules (golden rules); enthusiasm 
for such rules has been waning among advanced countries

But, fiscal rules are no magic bullet for ensuring adequate SN fiscal discipline.
Effectiveness of SN fiscal rules depends crucially on good design, robust 
legal basis, adequate implementation tools, and firm enforcement



EFFECTIVENESS OF SN FISCAL RULES: 
DESIGN ISSUES

Wh t k  d d i ? S  i i l  What makes good design? Some principles are 
clear, but their application raises non-trivial issues, 
including

Coverage (should SN public enterprises be included? 
PPPs?)PPPs?)
Nature of targets/limits (primary or overall budget 
balance; current balance; debt (gross or net? As a ratio to 
what?); expenditure growth; or a combination thereof?)what?); expenditure growth; or a combination thereof?)
Self or centrally imposed? If the latter, homogeneous or 
differentiated targets for different SNGs?
Fixed or rolling targets?Fixed or rolling targets?
Degree of flexibility (cyclically adjusted targets? Limited 
scope for countercyclical policies, in case of asymmetric 
shocks? What kind of escape clauses?) shocks? What kind of escape clauses?) 



EFFECTIVENESS OF FISCAL RULES: 
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

I t  f t  l l b  ti  Importance of strong legal base, respecting 
constitutionally-sanctioned SN autonomies

Reasonably well-functioning SN PFM systems, 
taking into account level of government and size g g
of jurisdiction

Timely monitoring of compliance (role of 
fiscal watchdogs)

Enforcement tools
Sanctions (financial and personal?)Sanctions (financial and personal?)
Correction mechanisms (SN debt brakes?)



EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE ON EFFECTS OF
RULES

Effectiveness in fostering SN fiscal discipline
Positive evidence from empirical studies on US states, exploiting 
the variance in degree of stringency of rules among them. Similar the variance in degree of stringency of rules among them. Similar 
evidence from studies on Canadian provinces
Cross-country studies limited by difficulty of developing 
comparative composite indices of stringency of different rules’ 
features. 

Attempts to date have concentrated on European and other OECD  countries. 
IMF in process of developing broader data base including 27 advanced and 17 
EM countries. 
OECD analysis points to negative correlation between index of strictness of 
rules and change in debt/GDP ratiosrules and change in debt/GDP ratios

Evidence on pro-cyclicality of balanced budget rules
Significant evidence from country studies (especially US)Significant evidence from country studies (especially US)
SN responses to recent global financial crisis largely influenced 
by CG support via:

Temporary suspension or easing of fiscal rules
Specific transfers for social safety net and investment programsSpecific transfers for social safety net and investment programs
Below-the-line support through public banks



APPROPRIATE DESIGN OF
INTERGOVERNMENTAL TRANSFERS

Characteristics of intergovernmental transfers that 
help minimize risk of SBCp

Formula-based (discretionality creates room for political 
f iti  d b il t t ti )favoritism and bailout expectations)
Formulas based on factors that cannot be manipulated 
by SNGs. Difficult to implement in practice
Adequately redistributive, given regional disparities and 
the country’s degree of tolerance of such disparities
Reasonably counter-cyclical, especially if the SN fiscal 
rules do not provide for cyclical adjustment of the target, 
and therefore promote pro-cyclicality at the SN level  



OTHER PREREQUISITES FOR SN FISCAL
DISCIPLINEDISCIPLINE

Other important pre req isites for SN fiscal disciplineOther important pre-requisites for SN fiscal discipline
Reasonable clarity about respective spending responsibilities of 
different levels of government
Avoidance of unfunded mandates
Significant revenue-raising autonomy at the state and local levels. 
Heavy dependence of SNGs on transfers does not promote either fiscal 
responsibility or political accountability
Adequate SN capacity in the administration of own revenues, and in q p y ,
public expenditure management 

In summary, ensuring adequate SN fiscal discipline and 
ti  SN fi l i  i   l  d  th t  t  preventing SN fiscal crises is a complex endeavor that goes to 

the core of the design of inter-governmental fiscal arrangements.

Th  ifi  i  f b i  t l  th t i  lik l  t  b  The specific mix of borrowing controls that is likely to be 
most effective depends on country-specific circumstances, but in 
most cases is likely to involve a combination of rules, with a 
degree of flexibility, minimal discretion in CG support, and g y, pp ,
institutional reforms to increase the effectiveness of 
market discipline



DEALING WITH SN FISCALDEALING WITH SN FISCAL
CRISES



BAILOUTS (I)

Eff    i  SN i d b d  d   l  k  Th  Efforts to prevent excessive SN indebtedness do not always work. There 
is extensive international experience with SN debt crises in 
advanced and developing, federal and unitary countries, and under 
different frameworks for control of SN borrowing

Consequences of SN debt crises
Disruption of provision of public goods and services for the affected 
populationpopulation
Possible adverse spillovers on other SNGs, and possibly the whole nation

Financial (increases in borrowing costs; in some cases propagation of debt rollover 
difficulties)
Social (migration of businesses and individuals to other jurisdictions)( g j )
Political (especially for other SNGs, or the CG, politically aligned  with jurisdiction in 
crisis ) 

The threat of such consequences frequently leads to bailouts by q q y y
higher-level governments. Some bailouts have been mandated by the 
judiciary (e.g. Supreme Court in Germany). Few examples (US, and in 
recent decades Canada) of a consistent record of no bailouts



BAILOUTS (II)

Different forms of bailouts
gap-filling transfers, 
debt assumption and restructuring (reduction of debt NPV)
debt forgiveness

The degree of moral hazard created by bailouts
depends on: 

their frequencytheir frequency
the severity of the conditions (political, as well as financial) 
attached to them 
whether  or not they are accompanied by strengthened y p y g
preventive measures

There are relatively few country examples of There are relatively few country examples of 
successful bailouts



SN INSOLVENCY FRAMEWORKS (I)

Limited but growing international experience with formal 
frameworks for SN debt resolution, setting out pre-
specified rules for allocation of default risksspecified rules for allocation of default risks

Benefits:
R d  di ti  f i i  f bli  i  d Reduce disruption of provision of public services and 
attendant political pressures for bailouts
Facilitate orderly workouts, minimizing holdout problems
May help prevent both SNGs’ and lenders’ expectations of May help prevent both SNGs  and lenders  expectations of 
bailouts

Design of insolvency frameworks must balance the Design of insolvency frameworks must balance the 
protection of creditor rights with that of core functions of 
SNG involved. It should also create sufficient political cost 
for leaders of defaulting jurisdiction to minimize moral 
h dhazard.



SN INSOLVENCY FRAMEWORKS (II)

Design of insolvency frameworks requires consideration and 
definition of many complex issues, including

Triggering proceduresTriggering procedures
Role of judiciary
Creditors’ majority required to bail-in holdouts
Conditionality
Order of priority of claims

Design must take into account, among other things, relevant 
h t i ti  f  t ’  l l t  (i l di  th  characteristics of a country’s legal system (including the 

constitutional status of SNGs and their relations with the 
higher level government(s)); the state of the judicial system; 
and  the size and capacity of the jurisdictions involvedp y j

Country examples: US (for local governments); Hungary; 
South Africa 



POSSIBLE LESSONS FOR THE
ARCHITECTURE OF A FISCALARCHITECTURE OF A FISCAL
UNION IN EUROPE



FISCAL FEDERALISM AND AFISCAL FEDERALISM AND A
SUPRANATIONAL FISCAL UNION

The case for preventing excessive indebtedness of members of a monetary 
union is fundamentally similar to that for preventing excessive indebtedness of 
SN governments. 

Thus, in principle, options for supranational control of national fiscal 
policies would seem to span the same spectrum as for SN fiscal arrangements. 
In practice, however, political power balances are different in a national 
(even federal) context  and in a supranational one  (even federal) context, and in a supranational one. 

Therefore, the choice of arrangements to promote fiscal discipline in a 
monetary union has to reflect the degree of fiscal sovereignty that the 
members of the union are willing to devolve upward to it (and to its members of the union are willing to devolve upward to it (and to its 
institutions) 

This willingness is not static, and can increase as a result of geo-political 
id ti  d ti  f b fit  f  h d i  d considerations, and perception of benefits from enhanced economic and 

financial integration, and budget “solidarity” (including bailouts). 

Accordingly, the model of fiscal union and its governance arrangements 
 l   i  i ll  d  h   f li i l d i  can evolve over time, especially under the pressure of political and economic 

crises, such as the current one in the Euro area. 



PRE-CRISIS SOFT BUDGET CONSTRAINT
IN THE EURO AREA

The pre-crisis model for crisis prevention in the Euro area (the SGP) involved 
a mix of reliance on market discipline, common rules and cooperative 
surveillance

But, all three mechanisms had fundamental weaknesses

Ineffective market discipline
P i il d  t  b k fi i    lt f  i k i hti  f E   Privileged access to bank financing, as a result of zero risk weighting of Euro area 
government bonds for purposes of prudential bank portfolio requirements
National supervision of (increasingly regionally integrated) financial institutions
Financial markets’ implicit expectations of bailouts for highly indebted Euro area members, as 
reflected in rapid convergence of spreads since inception of the Euro 
No mechanism for dealing with sovereign debt crisis and their cross-border spillovers g g p
on financial systems 

Weaknesses in rules’ design and enforcement
No clear connection between domestic budget process and SGP targets/ceilings
Provision for cyclical adjustment of MTOs, but not of (more binding) 3% of GDP deficit ceilingov s o  o  cyc ca  a j st e t o  Os,  o  o  ( o e g) 3% o  G  e c  ce g
Reliance on cooperative surveillance and lack of independent watchdogs 
No automatic correction mechanism for deviations from targets
Procedures for activation of EDP too protracted, and ultimately very vulnerable to political 
influences
Sanctions never applied



RESPONSES TO THE CRISIS TO DATE (I)

Dealing with the immediate crisis

L k f  l  t t  fl ti  d l  di id d liti l Lack of a clear strategy, reflecting deeply divided political 
leadership and views on: 

Size, form and duration of bailouts needed
Sharing of  bailouts’ costs and risks
C diti lit  t  b  tt h d t  thConditionality to be attached to them
Appropriate sequencing of resolution mechanisms and progress in adoption 
of strengthened prevention ones

Creation of temporary support mechanism (EFSF) in 2010
C ti  f t t h i  (ESM)  f  id 2012Creation of permanent support mechanism (ESM) as from mid-2012
Major role of ECB in provision of liquidity to banks and (directly or 
indirectly) to government bonds

The continuing turmoil in financial markets is clear evidence 
that crisis resolution responses to date have been 
inadequate



RESPONSES TO THE CRISIS TO DATE (II)

Strengthening crisis prevention mechanisms

“Six-pack” EU regulations  (Dec  2011)Six pack  EU regulations  (Dec. 2011)
Reinforce both preventive and corrective arms of SGP

Quantifies significant deviations from MTOs
Operationalizes debt criterion
Envisages progressive escalation of financial sanctions for non-compliance and g p g p
reverse qualified majority voting (RQMV) for their application
Extension of  EU surveillance to other macro-economic and structural policies

“Fiscal Compact” (in process of being ratified)
MTOs enshrined in higher-level national legislation
MTO  (0 5 1% f GDP) ifi d i  t t l tMTOs (0.5-1% of GDP) specified in structural terms
Monitoring by independent national watchdogs
Automatic correction (debt brake-type) provisions for deviations from targets

“Two-pack” implementing regulations (proposed by EC, but still 
under discussion)under discussion)

Ex-ante assessment by EC of compliance of proposed national budgets with SGP 
targets
Enhanced surveillance of Euro-area members regarded by EC as experiencing 
serious financial difficulties



WOULD AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH BE
VIABLE?

There is a growing body of literature advocating for the Euro area a fiscal federalism architecture based on 
the models for the US and the Canadian provinces

These models rely primarily on market discipline, supported by self-imposed SN fiscal rules

Key characteristics that facilitate working of these models
A well-established record of no bailouts by higher-level governments
Formal resolution mechanisms for municipal debt crises in the US
D  d li id fi i l k t  f  SN d btDeep and liquid financial markets for SN debt
Limited exposure of banks to sub-national debt, which limits extent of financial spillovers
Federal responsibility for regulation, supervision and crisis resolution of financial 
institutions
Reasonable transparency of SN fiscal accounts
A substantial own revenue base for the SN governments (SNGs)
A substantial role of federal government in 

Reduction of regional disparities through transfers and other federal spending programs
Counter-cyclical policies to offset pro-cyclical SN fiscal policies (especially during downturns)
Supporting SNGs affected by asymmetric shocks (especially due to natural causes)pp g y y ( p y )

Full mobility of goods and factors of production within the national territory, which facilitates 
adjustment to asymmetric shocks

Several of these key features (in particular the no-bailout record, banking union, and stabilizing role of 
th  t l t) d  t i t i  th  E  the central government) do not exist in the Euro area



WILL THE STRENGTHENED CRISIS-WILL THE STRENGTHENED CRISIS
PREVENTION MEASURES WORK?

Steps in the right direction, but probably not enough for a robust supra-
national fiscal architecture in the Euro area

M i  iMain issues

The legal base for supra-national surveillance and coordination of fiscal policies is 
being strengthened by national ratifications of the Fiscal Compact, but is it also the 
case as regards their political and social acceptance?
Are  common fiscal targets appropriate for countries with quite different starting 
debt positions, debt dynamics (GDP growth and interest rates), and revenue-raising 
capacities?
Are the rules flexible enough? Do they provide enough room for counter-cyclical 
fiscal policies? If not, should the supra-national authority play this role? What p , p y p y
implications would this have for the size and financing of the EU budget?
Are the current technology and information base for assessing  cyclical 
positions and longer-term fiscal sustainability (including future and contingent 
liabilities) adequate? 
Do the proposed “two pack” regulations go far enough in strengthening the p p p g g g g g
monitoring and enforcement of the national rules? What are the appropriate 
respective roles of the European political institutions, the EC, and national 
“watchdogs” in these tasks?
Are the revised financial sanctions for non compliance with the rules likely to be 
more effective than the previous ones? Is the RQMV a sufficient safeguard against 
political interference in their application? Would political sanctions (e.g. suspension 
of voting rights) be needed for serious and protracted violations?



STRENGTHENING CRISIS RESOLUTION
CAPABILITY

Si  i    i l b il  h  l  dibili  h    Since commitments to no supranational bailouts have lost credibility, how to structure 
such bailouts so as to make them effective, while minimizing moral hazard?

Key (very difficult) issues
C it i  f  d t i i  i t  i  f b il t f d (ESM)Criteria for determining appropriate size of bailout fund (ESM)
Should there be some form of debt “mutualization”? What form should it take?  A 
European Redemption Fund, as proposed by German Council of Experts? Issuance 
of Eurobonds to finance maturing or new debt? Within what limits (e.g. the “blue 
bonds” proposed by Bruegel)? 
H  h ld th  t  d i k  b  di t ib t d  E   b ? Sh ld How should the costs and risks be distributed among Euro area members? Should 
they  be shifted to the EU budget and, if so, funded by a new tax or upward revenue 
sharing?
Conditionality for bailouts. Who decides on the conditions? International 
technocrats or political supra-national authorities? Nature of conditionality: time 
horizon and degree of fiscal adjustment; extent of structural conditionality?horizon and degree of fiscal adjustment; extent of structural conditionality?
Distinguishing temporary financing difficulties from insolvency. Determining 
the appropriate form of “private sector involvement” in both cases. Adoption of a 
common Euro-area framework for orderly restructuring of insolvent sovereign debt? 

Should there be a Euro-area banking union (i.e. area-wide bank guarantees and 
resolution arrangements), to break link between sovereign and banking risks? Is 
supranational supervision of national financial systems a necessary pre-condition for such 
a union? Which institution should be charged with its responsibility?



A FEW (PERSONAL AND TENTATIVE) ( )
CONCLUSIONS

Survival of the monetary union in the Euro-area over the medium term will 
require convincing moves towards both a banking and a fiscal union. It 
will also require greater real convergence, micro-economic reforms to 
facilitate it  and further progress in factor mobility within the area  facilitate it, and further progress in factor mobility within the area. 

Both types of union would involve considerable devolution of national decision-
making to Euro-area institutions.  A key issue is how to strengthen the 
democratic legitimacy of these institutionsdemocratic legitimacy of these institutions.

Key ingredients of the fiscal union are likely to  be:

A system of national fiscal rules consistent with Euro-area-wide standards of fiscal 
responsibility; sufficiently flexible to accommodate differentiated policy responses to 
asymmetric shocks; independently and timely monitored; and enforced on an 
automatic basis and through more effective graduated sanctions 
An increased redistributive and stabilizing role (and size) of the EU budgetg ( ) g
A clearly defined crisis resolution framework with differentiated approaches for 
liquidity and solvency problems; and including provisions for both adequate fiscal 
adjustment by the crisis countries and appropriate contributions by its private 
creditors.  



GOOD IDEAS WELCOME! THANKGOOD IDEAS WELCOME! THANK
YOU!


